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The Minnesota Mullets are a Junior A hockey club based
in Northeast Minneapolis, Minnesota. The Mullets are
members of the United States Premier Hockey League.
The team skates out of the Northeast Ice Arena and
rosters players from all across the Untied States and
locally from the Twin Cities. They share a common goal,
earn a scholarship to play in the NCAA.
Junior hockey is a necessary step towards playing at the
collegiate level. The players range from the age of 16 20 years in age and are driven to earn NCAA
scholarships while playing for the Mullets. The program
has been very successful and has placed over 30 players
into the NCAA in the past six years.
The team plays divisional opponents in Wisconsin Dells,
Wisconsin Rapids, Hudson, Rochester, Owatonna, Coon
Rapids, Blaine and Cambridge. They also travel to league
showcases in Chicago and Boston.
Off the ice, the Mullets have been equally successful in
their communities. Projects in the past have included
highway clean up, outdoor ice construction and
maintenance, food drives, toy drives, winter coat drives
and back to school backpack projects.
The Mullets are engaged and involved with the local
youth hockey programs and elementary schools. Players
assist with youth practices on the ice, off the ice and
they have spent time in class rooms reading to children,
assisting with science projects and gym classes.
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The Mullets currently sit in first place in a very tight
Midwest Division. The team is poised to build on that
success and driven to win a league title. The games are
packed with action and entertainment, ran by a
professional game day staff and very affordable.
You can catch the Mullets in action this Halloween at
Ridder Ice Arena on the campus of the University of
Minnesota as they take on the Minnesota Blue Ox in a
Midwest Divisional showdown and at the Northeast Ice
Arena for their “Home Opener” on Black Friday,
November 25, 2019.
A complete game schedule and additional information
on the Minnesota Mullets can be found on the team’s
website www.MulletsHockey.com.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Chris Walby
Owner, Head Coach and GM
Minnesota Mullets Jr. A
USPHL Midwest - NE Minneapolis
ChrisWalbyHockey@gmail.com
www.MulletsHockey.com
30 NCAA Commitments - 6 yrs

